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ABSTRACT  

A series of four 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) 

derivatives are reported as emitters for organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). As a function of 

the nature of the substituent on the weak 1,3,4-oxadiazole acceptor their emission color could be 

tuned from green-blue to blue. The highly twisted conformation between carbazoles and 

oxadiazoles results in effective separation of the HOMO and the LUMO resulting in a small 

singlet-triplet splitting. The corresponding singlet-triplet energy gaps (∆EST) range from 0.22 to 

0.28 eV resulting in an efficient reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) process and moderate to high 

photoluminescence quantum yields (FPL), ranging from 35 to 70% in a DPEPO matrix. Organic 

light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) based on i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph achieve maximum external 

quantum efficiency (EQEmax) of up to 12.3% with a sky-blue emission at CIE of (0.18, 0.28) while 

the device based on i-2CzdOXDMe shows blue emission at CIE of (0.17, 0.17) with a maximum 

EQE of 11.8%.  

KEYWORDS: oxadiazole, TADF, OLED, orientation, transition dipole, blue emitter. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) are now considered as one of the most promising 

technologies for the next-generation of large area displays and flat panel lighting because of their 

outstanding features; they are light, thin and can be fabricated on flexible substrates1-7. OLEDs 

based on conventional fluorescent emitters show relatively low maximum external quantum 

efficiencies (EQEmax) of 5~7.5% because only 25% of the generated excitons can be harvested 
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internally for fluorescence emission and in addition the out-coupling efficiency (ηout) is about 

20%~30%8, at least for isotropically oriented emitters. Strategies for harvesting the remaining 75% 

of triplet excitons have been a sustained area of research over the past two decades. Rare metal-

based organometallic phosphorescent materials based on iridium(III) or platinum(II) can harvest 

both singlet and triplet excitons to achieve 100% internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Aside from 

the scarcity of these noble metals, blue phosphorescent emitters suffer from poor efficiencies and 

stabilities and the blue emission that is produced frequently does not meet the color coordinate 

requirements for high-definition displays.9-10 Materials supporting thermally activated delayed 

fluorescence (TADF) possess a small singlet-triplet energy gap (DEST) and so can efficiently 

harvest triplet excitons in electroluminescent (EL) devices by reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) 

to the emissive singlet state.   

 

One of the great challenges for realizing full-color displays is the development of stable and 

high-efficiency deep blue OLEDs. By limiting the conjugation length and selecting appropriately 

weak donors and acceptors, it is possible to design deep blue TADF emitters where the y-

component of the color coordinate (CIEy) is < 0.2.11-14 Suitably weak donors are so far limited to 

derivatives of carbazole, diphenylamine and 9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine (DMAC).15 

Commonly used weak acceptors include phosphine oxides,16-18 sulfones,19-23 pyrimidines,24-28 

1,3,5-triazines29-31 and, recently, oxadiazoles.20, 32-36 In 2012, Adachi et al. reported the first TADF 

sky-blue emitter 2CzPN,37 in which phthalonitrile acts as the acceptor and carbazole units act as 

donors. The maximum external quantum efficiency (EQEmax) of the OLED based on this emitter 

was 8.0% in this initial report. Lee et al.38 reported the isomeric analog 2CzIPN (coined in the 

original paper as DCzIPN), in which isophthalonitrile acts as the acceptor and carbazole donor 
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units are placed ortho to each of the nitrile groups. An OLED based on 2CzIPN showed a high 

EQEmax of 16.4% and bluer CIE coordinates of (0.17, 0.19). Diphenylsulfone (DPS), with a 

shallow LUMO energy level of -1.37 eV, has also been exploited in the development of deep blue 

TADF emitters. Adachi et al. reported a series of pure blue TADF emitters based on a DPS 

acceptor and either diphenylamine, bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)amine or 3,6-di-tert-butylcarbazole 

donors. The respective OLEDs showed EQEmax of 2.9%, 5.6% and 9.9%.39 Of these, the OLED 

that showed the highest EQEmax also was the deepest blue with CIE coordinates of (0.15, 0.07), 

i.e. very close to those of the National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) standard for blue 

defined as (0.14, 0.08). The same group reported a related emitter with DMAC as the donor, 

DMAC-DPS.20 The OLED with this emitter reached EQEmax of 19.5% and CIE coordinates of 

(0.16, 0.20). We recently showed how replacement of the phenyl bridges with pyridines can result 

in an OLED with enhanced EQEmax of 13.4% and CIE coordinates of (0.15, 0.13).40 With -1.16 

eV, pyrimidine has a even shallower LUMO energy level than DPS and has therefore also been 

used to prepare blue TADF emitters. Yasuda et al.26 developed a new platform with acridan-based 

donors and pyrimidine-based acceptors for high-efficiency deep-blue TADF emitters. MFAc-PPM 

and MXAc-PM, two of the emitters in their report, achieved a high EQEmax of 20.4% and 14.3% 

with CIE coordinates of (0.16, 0.23) and (0.16, 0.19), respectively. Kido et al.24 reported a series 

of pyrimidine-based blue TADF emitters with EQEmax up to 17.8% and CIE coordinates of (0.16, 

0.15).  

 

1,3,4-oxadiazole as a building block has been widely used to construct organic or polymeric 

semiconductor materials because of its promising thermal stability and excellent electron injection 

and transporting properties.41-44 Given its very shallow LUMO energy of -0.55 eV,15 1,3,4-
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oxadiazole and its derivatives should be promising acceptors for deep-blue TADF emitters. 

However, the use of 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based acceptors within the design of TADF emitters has 

only been scarcely reported (Chart 1). Adachi et al.32 reported 2PXZ-OXD employing 2,5-

diphenyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole as the acceptor. Based in part on the choice of the strong phenoxazine 

donor, the OLED showed green emission with CIE coordinates of (0.25, 0.45) and EQEmax reached 

14.9%. Huang et al.45 reported the emitter BAcOX where the OLED reached an EQEmax of 22.3% 

with CIE coordinates of (0.16, 0.24) by replacing the phenoxazine donors of 2PXZ-OXD for 

dimethylacridan (DMAC). Marder et al.34 reported a series of sky-blue TADF emitters with 2-

(pentafluorophenyl)-5-phenyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole acceptors and carbazole donors. The best OLED 

device based on 2,3,4,5,6CzDPO reached a high EQEmax of 24.4% with CIE coordinates of (0.16, 

0.29). More recently, Kippelen et al.36 reported a host-free TADF emitter with p-phenylene bis-

1,3,4-oxadiazole as the acceptor where the OLED showed yellow-green emission with an EQEmax 

of up to 21%. We have previously reported a series of deep-blue TADF emitters based on the 

2CzPN scaffold.35 By replacing the cyano acceptors with functionalized 1,3,4-oxadiazole, we 

successfully demonstrated deep-blue to sky blue emission. An OLED based on 2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 

showed a maximum external quantum efficiency of 11.2% with a sky-blue emission at CIE of 

(0.17, 0.25), while a device with 2CzdOXD4MeOPh showed a maximum external quantum 

efficiency of 6.6% with a deep-blue emission at CIE of (0.15, 0.11). 
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Chart 1. Oxadiazole-based TADF emitters of previous report.  

 

Chart 2. New oxadiazole-based TADF emitters in this study. 

In this study, we report a series of blue TADF emitters, denoted as i-2CzdOXDMe, i-

2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh (Chart 2). These four emitters are 

based on the 2CzIPN38 scaffold and we hypothesized that they should be even bluer emitters than 
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those of our initial report as the carbazole donors are disposed ortho to the 1,3,4-oxadiazole 

acceptors, which will result in increased torsion of both the donor and the acceptor leading to 

reduced DEST and higher S1 energies. By changing the substituent groups on the 1,3,4-oxadiazole, 

we successfully tuned their electron-withdrawing ability and thereby influenced their emission 

energies. The thermal, photophysical and electrochemical properties of these compounds have 

been studied in detail. A comprehensive density functional theory study compliments our 

experiments. The dipole orientation of each TADF emitter doped into a thin-film of the host 

material employed in our OLEDs was investigated using angle-resolved photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy in order to comprehensively understand the light outcoupling efficiency of our 

OLEDs. Finally, OLEDs based on the four TADF emitters were made and studied in detail. OLEDs 

based on i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph achieve an EQEmax of 12.3% with a sky-blue emission and CIE 

coordinates of (0.18, 0.28) while the device based on i-2CzdOXDMe shows deep-blue emission 

at CIE coordinates of (0.17, 0.17) and an EQEmax of 11.8%. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Molecular Design and Synthesis. 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based TADF emitters. 

 

The synthesis of the four 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based emitters is shown in Scheme 1. The key 

intermediate 4,6-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)isophthalonitrile (2CzIPN) was synthesized via a literature 

protocol in good yield (82%).38 The nitriles were converted into the corresponding 1,3,4-

oxadiazoles following a two-step protocol wherein 2CzIPN was reacted with ammonium chloride 

and sodium azide in DMF at 110 °C for 8 h to afford 2CzIT in an excellent yield of 90%. 2CzIT 

was then decomposed in the presence of the corresponding acid chloride in dry pyridine at 110 °C 

for 12 h to afford the target TADF emitters with yields of 35%, 65%, 75% and 72% for i-

2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. 

The identity and purity of the four compounds were verified by a combination of 1H, 13C and 19F 

NMR (Figures S1−S16), melting point, high performance liquid chromatography, high resolution 

mass spectrometry and elemental analyses. The thermal properties were investigated by 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential thermal analysis (DTA) and differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) under a nitrogen atmosphere. As shown in Figure S24, i-2CzdOXDMe, i-
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2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, have very high decomposition 

temperatures (Td) of 394, 400, 402 and 402 °C, respectively, while there was no obvious glass 

transition temperature (Tg) found from DSC traces. i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph melts at 325 °C, while i-

2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh melt at 298, 294 and 270 °C, 

respectively (DTA and DSC traces, see Figures S24-S26). These thermal properties indicate a high 

potential thermal stability for OLED device fabrication. 

 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations.  

To understand the relationship between molecular structure and the optoelectronics of the 

four 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based emitters, density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density 

functional theory (TD-DFT) simulations were performed employing the PBE046 functional and the 

Pople47 6-31G(d,p) basis set; the Tamm–Dancoff approximation (TDA) was treated as a variant of 

TD-DFT.48-49 The ground state structures were first optimized, starting from the single crystal 

structure geometry where possible. The calculated dihedral angles between the carbazoles and the 

central benzene in the optimized ground state geometries are 37.43°, 39.52°; 37.51°, 37.76°; 

71.14°, 71.15°; 71.82°, 71.83° for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-

2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively, values that are modestly larger than those calculated for 

2CzIPN with 34.20° to 38.50°. The larger dihedral angles are the result of the increased steric 

hindrance felt by the carbazoles due to the adjacent oxadiazole units. Their single crystal structures 

(vide infra) have more twisted carbazole donors and hence larger dihedral angles (64.26° to 86.36°) 

than those in the calculated structures. 
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Figure 1 shows the calculated HOMO and LUMO electron density distributions and energies 

along with the energies of the excited S1 and T1 states. The HOMOs of the four compounds are 

expectedly mainly localized on carbazole donors while the LUMOs are localized on the oxadiazole 

acceptors, with minor contributions from the phenyl bridge. Compared to 2CzIPN (EHOMO = -6.14 

eV) the HOMO energies of the four oxadiazole emitters are all shallower, except i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph (-6.17 eV), and range from -5.73 eV to -5.88 eV, values that are likewise 

destabilized compared to the corresponding HOMO levels for their previously reported 1,2-

isomers (-6.09 to -6.15 eV).35 The LUMO energies vary more widely from -1.87 to -2.32 eV as a 

function of the different substituents of the oxadiazole acceptors. i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph, with 4-

trifluoromethylphenyl-modified oxadiazole acceptors, has the deepest LUMO (ELUMO = -2.32 eV) 

of the four compounds. As expected, the LUMO energies of the four compounds are also higher 

than their 1,2-isomers, which indicate the oxadiazole-based emitters with donors and acceptors at 

ortho-positions with respect to each other result in higher HOMO and LUMO energy levels than 

their 1,2-isomers where the two donors and two acceptors are each adjacent to each other. 

Additionally, in replacing the cyano groups of 2CzIPN with oxadiazoles, the electron density 

distribution of the LUMOs become more delocalized and further spatially separated from the donor 

carbazoles. These results indicate that the substituents on the oxadiazoles and the relative position 

of the donors and acceptors both play important roles in tuning the HOMO and LUMO energies 

of these emitters. 

 

The overlap of HOMO and LUMO is small, leading to small calculated DEST of 0.23, 0.25, 

0.23 and 0.39 eV for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-

2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively; the value calculated for 2CzIPN is comparable with 0.24 eV. 
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The DEST values of all the four oxadiazole compounds are smaller by 0.02 to 0.13 eV than that of 

the corresponding 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers where DEST ranged from 0.29 eV to 0.41 eV. 

Importantly, the HOMO-LUMO transition from the S1 state shows relatively higher oscillator 

strengths (f) of 0.11-0.15 (Table S4) for the four compounds compared to their 1,2-dioxadiazole 

isomers where f ranged from 0.10 to 0.13, which could lead to higher FPL values; in each case the 

S1 state remains predominantly charge-transfer (CT) in nature.  
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Figure 1. Molecular structures and HOMO/LUMO distributions of 2CzIPN and 1,3,4-oxadiazole-based TADF compounds (based on 
DFT/PBE0/6-31G(d) level theory). 
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Crystal structures.  

Single crystal structures were obtained for all four oxadiazole TADF emitters as well as 

for the reference compound 2CzIPN using X-ray diffraction analysis (Figure 2). Crystals of 

2CzIPN, i-2CzdOXDPh and i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph were grown by the slow vapor diffusion of 

diethyl ether into corresponding concentrated solutions of dichloromethane, crystals of i-

2CzdOXDMe were grown by slow evaporation of mixed solution of methanol and 

dichloromethane, while crystals of i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh were grown by slow evaporation from 

mixed solution of toluene and acetonitrile. All the four oxadiazole compounds have similar 

conformations, with both carbazole donors found in a highly twisted conformation with respect to 

the plane of central benzene (dihedral angles of 64.26° to 86.36°); the carbazoles are closer to an 

orthogonal conformation than those found in 2CzIPN (dihedral angles of 48.94° to 72.32°). 

Moreover, the carbazole units in the four oxadiazole compounds exhibit much more twisted 

conformations than those of their 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers (dihedral angles of 58.51° to 67.64°) 

due to the increased steric hindrance between carbazole donors and oxadiazole acceptors. As a 

corollary, the oxadiazole moieties are closer to a coplanar conformation with the central benzene 

(dihedral angles of 2.61° to 24.12°) than their 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers (dihedral angles of 6.18° 

to 78.11°).  
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Figure 2. Crystal structures of 2CzIPN, i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh and i-

2CzdOXD4MeOPh (50% probability ellipsoids; co-crystallized solvent molecules omitted). 

Heteroatoms: N, light blue; and O, red. 

 

Electrochemistry. 

The electrochemistry of the four oxadiazole compounds and the reference 2CzIPN has 

been studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) in degassed 

acetonitrile (Figure 3). All five compounds show irreversible carbazole-centred oxidation waves50 

and quasi-reversible oxadiazole-centered reduction waves. The HOMO energy levels, calculated 

from the onset of the oxidation potential, were found to be -5.75, -5.71, -5.72 and -5.70 eV for i-

2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively 

(Table 1). The almost identical HOMO energy levels are a result of identical donors in the four 

compounds along with very poor electronic coupling to the acceptor groups; these results are in 
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line with the DFT calculations, vide supra. The slightly shallower HOMO energy levels of these 

four compounds compared to those of their 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers reflect the reduced 

conjugation resulting from the increased torsions of the carbazoles; the HOMO energy levels are 

also slightly shallower than that of 2CzIPN (EHOMO = -5.84 eV). The HOMO energy levels were 

also measured for solid films using ambient photoemission spectroscopy (APS) (Figure S32 and 

Table 1). This showed the same trend as the CV measurements though HOMO levels are slightly 

stabilized, reflecting the influence of the medium in the CV measurements. The HOMO level of 

2CzIPN (-5.98 eV) measured by APS is lower than that of the four oxadiazole TADF emitters 

where EHOMO = -5.77 eV, -5.75 eV, -5.71 eV and -5.78 eV for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively.  

 

The LUMO energy levels calculated from the onset of the reduction potential, were found 

to be -2.77, -2.85, -2.93 and -2.78 eV for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 

and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. The LUMO energy levels of i-2CzdOXDMe, i-

2CzdOXDPh and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh are approximately 0.1 eV shallower compared to that of 

i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph as a result of the relatively increased electron-donating character of the 

substituents in the three former compounds; i-2CzdOXDMe has the shallowest LUMO at -2.77 

eV while i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph has the most stabilized LUMO at -2.93 eV. The LUMO energy 

levels of the four compounds are more stabilized compared to their 1,2-bis(oxadiazole) isomers 

(by 0.04 to 0.07 eV), which is due to the decreased conjugation present in the former because of 

their more twisted conformations. As expected, the replacement of the nitrile groups with 1,3,4-

oxadiazoles results in shallower LUMO energy levels than that of 2CzIPN (ELUMO = -2.96 eV).  
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Figure 3. CV (solid) and DPV (dashed) traces for 2CzIPN and the four oxadiazole-based emitters 

in degassed MeCN under nitrogen with 0.1 M [nBu4N]PF6 as the supporting electrolyte and using 

Fc/Fc+ as the internal standard. Scan rate = 100 mV/s. 
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Table 1. Summary of decomposition temperature, solution-state optoelectronic characterization and APS data for 2CzIPN and 1,3,4-
oxadiazole-based TADF emitters. 

Emitter 
Tda  

/ oC 

labs

b
 / nm 

[ɛ ×10
-3

 / M
-1

 cm
-1

)] 

Eg

c
 

/ eV 

lPLd  

/ nm 

FPLe  

/ % 

tpf  

/ ns 

tdf  

/ µs 

HOMO
g
 

/ eV 

LUMO
g
 

/ eV 

HOMOh  

/ eV 

2CzIPN - 286[3.38] 315[1.22] 
329[1.51] 374[1.45] 3.01 454 - 9.0 5.5 -5.84 -2.96 -5.98 

i-2CzdOXDMe 397 
256[4.94] 279[2.21] 
288[2.28] 322[1.35] 
333[1.63] 359[1.06] 

3.17 444 6.8 (6.9) 6.5 - -5.75 -2.77 -5.77 

i-2CzdOXDPh 400 
255[2.42] 279[3.05] 
289[4.04] 303[2.73] 
333[1.31] 370[0.77] 

3.15 439 10.1 
(9.9) 4.9 - -5.71 -2.85 -5.75 

i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 402 
255[4.22] 281[6.03] 
289[6.78] 307[3.86] 
332[1.85] 376[1.08] 

3.06 456 9.5 (8.8) 5.1 - -5.72 -2.93 -5.71 

i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh 402 
257[4.04] 289[4.78] 
320[5.29] 332[4.42] 

371[1.38] 
3.17 428 13.3 

(13.1) 5.1 - -5.70 -2.78 -5.78 

a From 5% weight loss temperature by TGA at 10 °C min−1. b in toluene at 298 K, c Eg calculated from the onset of UV-vis absorption 
spectra. d Measured in 10-5 M toluene solution at room temperature. lexc = 360 nm. e Measured in 10-5 M degassed toluene solution at 
room temperature. Values in parentheses are for aerated solutions. 0.5 M quinine sulfate in H2SO4 (aq) was used as reference (FPL: 
54.6%).51 f PL lifetimes of prompt (τp) and delayed (τd) decay components for degassed toluene solution measured at room temperature 
lexc = 360 nm. g in MeCN with 0.1 M [nBu4N]PF6 as the supporting electrolyte and Fc/Fc+ as the internal reference. The HOMO and 
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LUMO energies were calculated using the relation EHOMO/LUMO = −(Eoxpa,1/ Eredpc,1+ 4.8) eV, where Eoxpa and Eredpc are anodic and 
cathodic peak potentials, respectively.52 h Calculated from APS spectra.  
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Photophysical properties. 

The UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence spectra of the four 1,3,4-oxadiazole 

compounds and 2CzIPN were recorded at 298 K in toluene (Figure 4a, Table 1), diethyl ether, 

dichloromethane, tetrahydrofuran, ethyl acetate, chloroform and acetonitrile (Figures S27-S28). 

All five compounds exhibit similar absorption profiles in toluene. The strongly absorptive bands 

below 350 nm are attributed to the π-π* absorption transitions while the weaker absorption bands 

between 350-420 nm are assigned to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) transitions between the 

carbazole donors and oxadiazole acceptors. The TD-DFT simulated UV-vis absorption spectra 

(Figure S34) match well to experiment. The optical gaps, Eg, (Table 1) of i-2CzdOXDMe, i-

2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, calculated from the intersection 

point of the normalized absorption and emission spectra, are 3.17, 3.13, 3.06 and 3.02 eV, 

respectively, which are higher by 0.04-0.14 eV compared with that of 2CzIPN (Eg = 3.01 eV). 

The trends observed in Eg as well as the wavelength of maximum absorption, labs, for the ICT 

band are consistent with the electronic character of the substituent on the oxadiazole acceptors and 

follow the trend in LUMO energies and redox gaps observed by electrochemistry. For instance, i-

2CzdOXD4CFCF3Ph has the most stabilized LUMO energy level and the correspondingly 

smallest Eg of 3.06 eV of the four oxadiazole emitters. The UV-vis absorption spectra of the 

emitters in various solvents with different polarity are shown in Figure S27. All four TADF 

emitters showed a red-shift of absorption with increasing solvent polarity, which is consistent with 

the lowest band being ICT in nature.   

All four compounds show blue emission in toluene with the wavelength of maximal emission, lPL, 

at 428 nm, 439 nm, 444 nm and 456 nm for i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, i-2CzdOXDMe, i-
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2CzdOXDPh and i -2CzdOXD4CF3Ph, respectively. The trends in lPL mirror those in Eg. The 

emission of the four compounds was blue-shifted by 14-31 nm (704-1578 cm-1) compared with 

their 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers, which is consistent with the theoretical calculations. The 

photoluminescence (PL) spectra of each of the four compounds exhibit strong positive 

solvatochromism (Figure S28) and become broader with increasing solvent polarity, with the full 

width at half maxima (FWHM) changing from about 70 nm in diethyl ether to about 95 nm in 

acetonitrile. These results clearly indicate that the emission of the four compounds is ICT in nature. 

 

The time-resolved PL of 2CzIPN and the four oxadiazole emitters in toluene are shown in 

Figure 4b. The emission lifetime (Table 1) of 2CzIPN shows biexponential decay kinetics and 

consists of prompt, tp, (9.0 ns, 61.1%) and delayed, td, (5.5 µs, 38.9%) components. By 

comparison, the prompt PL decay of the four oxadiazole compounds is slightly faster, with tp 

values of 6.5 ns, 4.9 ns, 5.1 ns and 5.1 ns for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. The tp values of these compounds 

are also much shorter than those of their 1,2-dioxadiazole isomers. In solution, the delayed decay 

component is too weak to be resolved, a behavior similar to that observed in our previous report.  

 

The photoluminescence quantum yields (ΦPL) in degassed toluene are low and range from 

7-13% (Table 1). There is essentially no change when measured under aerated conditions 

suggesting that in toluene these compounds behave as fluorescent emitters; this is a similar 

behavior to  our previously reported oxadiazole emitters.35 To investigate the TADF characteristics 

of the four compounds in the solid state, the PL emission of 10 wt% PMMA films in air and 
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vacuum conditions also have been recorded (Figure S29). The ΦPL of 10 wt% PMMA thin films 

(Table 2) are 38%, 41%, 52% and 28% for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 

and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. The ΦPL measured under air was typically less than half 

of the value measured under N2 due to PL quenching by oxygen. The emission spectra in 10 wt% 

PMMA films are shown in Figure 4c. The emission spectra are red-shifted for i-2CzdOXDMe (7 

nm, 445 cm-1) and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh (8 nm, 492 cm-1) compared to their 1,2-oxadiazole 

isomers but the other two compounds are blue-shifted for i-2CzdOXDPh (3 nm, 183 cm-1) and i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph (8 nm, 457 cm-1) compared to their respective isomers. This result suggests 

that the four oxadiazole compounds could possess TADF properties.   
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Figure 4. a) UV−vis absorption and PL spectra (λexc = 360 nm) of 10-5 M oxadiazole emitters in 

toluene solution at 298 K; b) time-resolved PL spectra (λexc = 360 nm) in degassed toluene solution 

(10-5 M) at 298 K; c) steady-state PL spectra (λexc = 340 nm) of 10 wt% doped PMMA films under 

vacuum and d) time-resolved PL spectra (λexc = 340 nm) of 10 wt% doped PMMA films under 

vacuum.  

 

The time-resolved PL of 10 wt% PMMA doped films are shown in Figure 4d, and all 

consist of a fast prompt decay (τp, 6.3 - 8.6 ns) and several very long delayed decay components, 

τd (Tables 2 and S3). The average lifetime of the delayed decay was calculated to be 24.6 ms, 58.6 

ms, 31.5 ms and 64.9 ms for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-
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2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. The TADF emitters in this work possess a faster prompt decay 

than their 1,2-isomers (τp � 11 ns). For the delayed lifetimes, all are in the millisecond range and 

are longer than their respective 1,2-isomers with the exception of i-2CzdOXDMe, which has a 

shorter delayed lifetime (τavg = 24.6 ms) than its isomer, 2CzdOXDMe, τavg = 33.2 ms.  
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Table 2. Photophysical properties of doped films. 

a Emission maxima is reported from doped films in vacuum. Thin films were prepared by spin-coating doped samples in PMMA (10 

wt%) or DPEPO (10 wt%). b Values determined using an integrating sphere under an N2 atmosphere. Values in parentheses are for 

samples measured in air. c Prompt lifetimes determined from the monoexponential or biexponential fit of the initial decay by TCSPC; 

delayed lifetimes determined from the triexponential decay by MCS. The average lifetime in this table was calculated using τavg = 

∑Aiτi2/∑Aiτi, where Ai is the pre-exponential factor for lifetime τi.20 d ∆EST was determined from the difference between the onset of the 

singlet and triplet emission measured with a gated iCCD detector. e Calculated from TD-DFT at the standard Pople 6-31G (d, p) level. 

 PMMA DPEPO ∆ESTd  

/ eV 

∆ESTe  

/ eV Emitter λPLa/nm ΦPLb/% τavg /nsc λPLa/nm ΦPLb/% τavg /nsc  

i-2CzdOXDMe 443 37.7 (17.4) 7.4; 24.6 ×106  448 59.0 (19.3) 8.5; 48.3 ×106  0.31 0.23 

i-2CzdOXDPh 445 41.3 (19.5) 6.3; 58.6×106  459 58.1 (19.7) 8.6; 55.1×106  0.31 0.25 

i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 458 51.7 (20.2) 8.6; 31.5×106  480 69.8 (24.3) 8.6; 97.9×106  0.32 0.23 

i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh 442 27.6 (17.5) 7.0; 64.9×106  452 35.4 (18.6) 7.3; 110.2 ×106  0.44 0.39 
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We continued our studies of films by measuring the emitters in high triplet energy hosts 

DPEPO (ET = 3.1 eV53) and PPT (ET = 3.0 eV54). The thin film ΦPL in 10 wt% PPT and DPEPO 

are summarized in Table 2. In contrast to the measurements above, typically much higher ΦPL 

values were found, ranging from 37-59%, in 10 wt% DPEPO films and 35%-70% in 10 wt% PPT 

films. As with the measurements in PMMA, the four oxadiazole compounds show TADF in these 

polar hosts. The ΦPL of 2CzIPN in 10 wt% DPEPO is much higher than those of the four 

oxadiazole-based TADF emitters at 82% and 68% for measurements under vacuum and air 

conditions, respectively. 

 

The emission in 10 wt% doped films in DPEPO (Figure 5a) remained broad and 

unstructured with maxima slightly red-shifted compared to those in toluene at 448 nm, 459 nm, 

480 nm and 452 nm for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-

2CzdOXD4MeOPh, respectively. The PL characteristics in 10 wt% doped films in PPT (Figure 

5b) are essentially the same as in DPEPO. The time-resolved PL decay traces of the DPEPO doped 

films at room temperature are shown in Figure 5c and summarized in Table 2. Similar to the 

behavior in PMMA, there are both prompt and delayed emission components. In each case, the 

prompt PL decay can be best modelled with two components while the delayed PL decay is 

triexponential. All four emitters have very long millisecond td, which is much longer than their 

1,2-isomers in the previous report.  i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh exhibits the longest average decay 

lifetime of 110.2 ms, followed by i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph (97.9 ms), i-2CzdOXDPh (55.1 ms) and 

i-2CzdOXDMe (48.3 ms). The energy gap between singlet and triplet (ΔEST) was calculated from 

the difference in the onset of fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra recorded at 77 K (Figure 

5d and Table 2). The locally excited (3LE) nature of T1 states of these four emitters were assigned 
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based on the low temperature structured phosophorescence spectra, and are centered on the 

oxadiazole moieties. There are correspondingly larger ∆EST values of 0.31 eV, 0.31 eV, 0.32 eV 

and 0.44 eV for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, 

respectively, than that of the reference 2CzIPN (0.10 eV). The corresponding reverse intersystem 

crossing rates (kRISC) at 300 K are much lower than that of 2CzIPN as inferred from the slower 

decay of the PL (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 5. Normalized emission spectra (λexc = 360 nm) of 10 wt% doped a) DPEPO films and b) 

PPT films. c) time-resolved PL spectra (λexc = 360 nm) of 10 wt% doped DPEPO films. d) Prompt 
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(red) and delayed (black) PL spectra of 10 wt% doped DPEPO films at 77 K. Values in parentheses 

are ΔEST. 
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Figure 6. Temperature-dependent time-resolved PL (λexc = 378 nm, λdet = 460 nm) in 10 wt% 

doped films in DPEPO under vacuum for a) 2CzIPN, b) i-2CzdOXDMe, c) i-2CzdOXDPh, d) i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph, e) i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh.  

 

The temperature dependent time-resolved PL are shown in Figure 6. The magnitude of the 

delayed component tended to increase with increasing temperature from 100K to 300K, thereby 

demonstrating the essential role of thermal activation in the promotion of the delayed fluorescence.

 

Dipole moment orientation 

 

Figure 7. Angle-dependent PL intensity at the peak emission wavelength of thin films of the four 

TADF emitters and of the 2CzIPN reference, each doped into DPEPO at 10 wt%. The dashed lines 

represent the simulated results for the best fit to the measurements data (dots). The corresponding 

anisotropy factors a for each material are indicated in the legend. All data sets were normalized to 

the intensity of the corresponding curves measured at 0°. 
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Next, we investigated the average orientation of the transition dipole moments of the four 

TADF emitters in thin-films. As the dipole orientation of emitters in the EML plays a significant 

role in the outcoupling efficiency of OLEDs,55-57 understanding correlation between the molecular 

orientation and molecular structure is important in order to design TADF emitters with maximized 

OLED efficiency. Generally, horizontal orientation of the transition dipole moments is favorable 

in terms of outcoupling efficiency. The dipole orientation of emitters doped into the host can be 

determined by measuring angle-dependent PL spectra and comparing experimental data with 

optical simulations (see Supporting Information for details).58 Figure S35a shows a representative 

example of how the best fit to experimental PL spectra recorded in 1° viewing angle steps is used 

to find dipole orientation for i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph. The result is quantified as the anisotropy factor 

a, which is defined as the ratio of the number of vertically oriented dipoles to the total number of 

dipoles; for isotropic orientation when 1/3 of the transition dipole moments are aligned 

perpendicular to the substrate, a = 0.33 while a = 0 in the case of perfect horizontal orientation.  

 

Although actual fitting was performed across the full emission wavelength range as illustrated 

in Figure S35a, for simplicity, Figure 7 shows the angle-resolved PL intensities and the simulated 

best fits to the corresponding measurement only for the peak emission wavelength of each emitter. 

i-2CzdOXDMe showed almost isotropic orientation (a = 0.33) while preferential horizontal 

orientation was observed in i-2CzdOXDPh and i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph with a = 0.25 and a = 0.26, 

respectively (see Figure S35b for a comparison to simulation data assuming isotropic and perfect 

horizontal orientation). Among the four oxadiazole-based emitters studied here, i-
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2CzdOXD4MeOPh exhibited the most pronounced horizontal orientation with a = 0.2. 

Interestingly, the dipoles of 2CzIPN are preferentially vertically oriented (a = 0.4), which means 

that replacing the cyano groups of 2CzIPN with oxadiazole acceptors indeed induces a more 

preferential orientation in terms of efficient light extraction. The nature of the aryl substituent also 

influences the orientation, with, gratifyingly, electron-rich aryl groups promoted more horizontally 

aligned emitters as well as bluer emission. The same tendency was observed with the 1,2-

oxadiazole TADF emitter series that we reported previously35 (Figure S35c). Specifically, 

2CzdOXDMe, 2CzdOXDPh, 2CzdOXD4CF3Ph, and 2CzdOXD4MeOPh showed anisotropy 

factors of 0.28, 0.27, 0.27, and 0.22, respectively. 

OLED performance 

 

Figure 8. a) OLED device structure and a proposed energy level diagram; values in parentheses 

indicate the thicknesses of the corresponding layers (in nm). b) the chemical structure of the 

materials used in the TADF devices. 
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Finally, multilayer OLED devices based on the four new emitters were fabricated, using 

the OLED stack architecture illustrated in Figure 8a. Specifically, the optimized device has the 

architecture of: ITO (90 nm)/MoO3 (3 nm)/NPB (35 nm)/TCTA (20 nm)/mCP (10 nm)/emitter: 

DPEPO (10 wt %, 20 nm)/DPEPO (10 nm)/TPBi (55 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). Molybdenum 

trioxide (MoO3) was used as the hole injection layer, N,N’-bis(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-

bis(phenyl)benzidine (NPB) and 4,6-bis(3,5-di(pyridin-3-yl)phenyl)-2-methylpyrimidine (TPBi) 

were used as the hole transport layer (HTL) and electron transport layer (ETL), respectively. 1,3-

di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)benzene (mCP) and (oxybis(2,1-phenylene))bis(diphenylphosphine oxide) 

(DPEPO) were used as electron and hole blocking layers, respectively. The EML of the devices 

consisted of the TADF emitters in DPEPO at 10 wt% doping. DPEPO was used as the host because 

of the appropriate HOMO (-6.1 eV) and LUMO (-2.0 eV) energy levels coupled with its high ET 

= 3.1 eV54 (Table 3).  
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Figure 9. Performance of OLEDs based on the four emitters studied in this work and of reference 

OLED based on 2CzIPN. a) Current density and luminance versus voltage (J–V–L) characteristics. 

b) EQE and luminance versus current density (EQE-J-L) curves. c) EQE versus luminance (EQE-

L) curves. d) EL spectra. Inset shows a photograph of an OLED device based on i-

2CzdOXD4CF3Ph with one of its four pixels operated. 

 

Figure 9 and Table 3 summarize the OLED performance. The devices with i-2CzdOXDMe, 

i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh exhibited deep blue to sky-blue 

emission with maxima at 452 nm, 460 nm, 472 nm and 452 nm, respectively (Figure 9d), which 

are consistent with their PL emission spectra in DPEPO. Compared to the device with 2CzIPN, 

the four oxadiazole-based devices show blue-shifted EL spectra. The FWHM of the EL spectra of 

i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh are 85 nm, 84 

nm, 88 nm and 78 nm, respectively, which are smaller than that of 2CzIPN (89 nm), thereby 

providing a purer blue emission. The CIE coordinates for three of the oxadiazole emitters (Table 

3) reveal deep-blue emission with CIEx,y smaller than 0.2 for i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh and 

i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh. 

 

As expected from the ΦPL measurements (Table 2) and the dipole orientation study (Figure 

7), the OLED with i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph reaches the highest maximum external quantum 

efficiency, EQEmax, of 12.3% among the oxadiazole-based OLEDs studied here. The device with 

i-2CzdOXDMe showed an EQEmax of 11.8% while that with i-2CzdOXDPh showed an EQEmax 

of 7.0% and with i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh the EQEmax was 4.8%. Although i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh 

showed the most promising dipole orientation in terms of the outcoupling efficiency, this was more 
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than canceled out by the relatively low ΦPL and large ∆EST. The reference blue OLED with similar 

CIE coordinates of (0.18, 0.30) based on 2CzIPN showed an EQEmax of 15.0%, which is slightly 

lower than that of the previous report of 16.4%.38 These high EQEmax values indicate that an 

efficient triplet harvesting process via a TADF mechanism exists in these OLEDs. However, all 

OLEDs suffer from severe efficiency roll-off to 7.0%, 1.3%, 1.3%, 2.6% and 1.3% at 100 cd/m2 

for 2CzIPN, i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh, 

respectively. Strong efficiency roll-off is expected as all the four new emitter have long td. 

Compared with our previous report, the OLEDs in this work show much higher EQEmax but this is 

coupled with a more serious efficiency roll-off. Other deep-blue TADF OLEDs employing 

emitters such as Ac−3MHPM24 (EQEmax = 17.8%, EQE100 = 10.4%), MXAc-PM26 (EQEmax = 

14,3%, EQE100 = 8.4%), Ac-PM26 (EQEmax = 11.4%, EQE100 = 5.4%), and 2DPAc-MPM25 

(EQEmax = 19.0%, EQE100 = 9.4%) possess similar CIE coordinates to our oxadiazole-based TADF 

OLEDs; however, all show more than 40% efficiency roll-off at 100 cd/m2 and have relatively 

long exciton lifetimes.  

Table 3. Summarized OLED device performance of 2CzIPN and oxadiazole-based TADF 
emitters. 

Emitter 
λEL  

/ nm 

FWHM  

/ nm 

Vona  

/ V 

EQEmax; 

EQE100b  

/ % 

ηc  

/ cd A-1 

ηp  

/ lm W-1 
CIE (x, y) 

2CzIPN 477 89 4.3 15.0; 7.0 27.05 19.76 (0.18, 0.30) 

i-2CzdOXDMe 452 85 4.33 11.8; 1.3 14.54 10.88 (0.17, 0.17) 

i-2CzdOXDPh 460 84 4.3 7.0; 1.3 10.12 7.39 (0.15, 0.16) 

i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph 472 88 4.5 12.3; 2.6 22.31 15.57 (0.18, 0.28) 

i-2CzdOXD4MeOPh 452 78 4.5 4.8; 1.3 6.02 4.30 (0.17, 0.17) 

a Defined as the lowest operating voltage at a luminance of > 1 cd m-2. b Max = maximum value, 
100 = measured at 100 cd m−2. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Our motivation in this study was to expand our understanding of the design of blue-emitting 

materials, and to this end, to explore the use of oxadiazole acceptors in TADF emitter design. We 

had hypothesized that in a similar manner that 2CzIPN emits at higher energy than 2CzPN, a new 

series TADF emitters, i-2CzdOXDMe, i-2CzdOXDPh, i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph and i-

2CzdOXD4MeOPh, with substituted 1,3,4-oxadiazole acceptor units would show a deeper blue 

emission compared to our previously reported oxadiazole-containing emitters with similar 

regiochemistry to 2CzPN. Compared with 2CzIPN, the four TADF emitters all show blue-shifted 

PL and EL due to the replacement of cyano acceptors by the more weakly electron-withdrawing 

oxadiazole acceptors. The TADF nature of these emitters was confirmed by PL emission spectra 

of PMMA and DPEPO doped films, oxygen-dependence on the FPL and variable temperature time-

resolved PL measurements. OLEDs based on i-2CzdOXDMe present deep-blue emission with 

CIE coordinates of (0.17, 0.17) and an EQEmax of 11.8% while a sky-blue emissive device with 

CIE coordinates of (0.17, 0.25) based on i-2CzdOXD4CF3Ph was obtained with a higher EQEmax 

of 12.3%. The OLEDs employing the present TADF emitters all show higher EQEmax than their 

corresponding 1,2-isomers that we previously reported. This work and its contrast to our previous 

report reveals the importance of regiochemistry of donors and acceptors in the performance of 

deep blue OLEDs. 
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